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IARC MISSION

Level 2
Objectives

Level 3
Objectives

Level 4
Objectives

1.1.1 - Expand the descriptive analyses of cancer
incidence, mortality, prevalence and survival
regionally and worldwide
1.1.2 - Improve the validity, range, timeliness and
dissemination of appropriate cancer indicators
available at the national, regional and global level

1.1 - Improve and expand reporting of
descriptive cancer statistics

1 - Describe the occurrence of cancer

Project Budget
Proposal (PBP)

PB.1617.CSU.03

1.2.1 - Improve the availability, quality and
dissemination of registry data, via IARC Regional
Hubs and promote the role of population-based
cancer registries in cancer control planning

1.3 - Improve tumour classification to inform
cancer registration, research and treatment

1.3.1 - Publish WHO Classification of Tumours Series

2.1.2 - Advance understanding of the role of
environmental, occupational and iatrogenic factors

Determine the prevalence of infectious agents in
different human cancers

PB.1617.ENV.03

Epidemiology of cancers with suspected causes
involving environmental, lifestyle or occupational
exposures

ENV - CSU - MMB

PB.1617.ENV.04

Unique environmental, lifestyle and occupational
exposures in under-researched settings

ENV - MCA - IMO

2 - Understand the causes of cancer
2.1.4 - Advance understanding of the role of genetic
factors in influencing risk, and their interaction with
non-genetic factors

PB.1617.DEX.02

PB.1617.NEP.01

Lifecourse studies of diet and metabolism
associated with cancer and intermediate
outcomes

PB.1617.NEP.02

Exploring the etiology and survival of breast
cancer in both HIC and LMIC

PB.1617.NEP.03

Dietary, lifestyle and metabolic determinants of
multimorbidity, healthy ageing and longevity

PB.1617.GCS.01

Contribution of genetic variants to cancer susceptibility

PB.1617.GEP.01

Genetic epidemiology of tobacco related cancer

PB.1617.GEP.02

Genetic epidemiology and genomics of kidney cancer

4.1 - Increase human resources
for cancer research

Mutations and miRNA profiles as biomarkers of
exposure, early detection and risk

PB.1617.MPA.01

Molecular pathology of human tumours

Gambia Hepatitis Intervention Study (GHIS)
Evaluation of HPV vaccination for prevention of
cervical, anal and oral infections

Implementation and monitoring of cervical cancer
control in low-income countries

ICE - ICB - CSU - SCR - ETR

Evaluation of cervical cancer control measures in
developing countries

SCR - PRI - ICE - ICB - CSU - ETR

PB.1617.SCR.02

Evaluation of colorectal and oral cancer screening

PB.1617.IMO.02

PB.1617.ETR.01

DEX - BMA - NEP - CSU
- ETR - ITS - LSB

Standardized dietary methodologies for global
nutrition surveillance

Improving statistical methods to estimate
ICE - CSU - ICB - NEP - ETR
infection-associated cancers
Metabolomics-based development of biomarkers
BMA - NEP - DEX - LSB
of foods, food constitutents, food contaminants
- ENV - IMO - ICB
and metabolism

PB.1617.BMA.02

PB.1617.GCS.02

Experimental methodologies and bioinformatic
resources for molecular cancer research

MMB - EGE - GCS - BST - ITS

Coordination of large cohort studies as research platforms

PB.1617.LSB.01

Management of IARC biobank and pre analytical
processing services

GCS - GEP - BST - MMB - EGE
- MPA - ICB - ICE - LSB

Genetics platform

PB.1617.LSB.02

Laboratory services support

LSB - all Sections - Groups

PB.1617.MPA.02

Histology laboratory

PB.1617.SSR.03

Laboratory and computing services

PB.1617.DIR.03

PB.1617.SSR.05

5.3.1 - Create and maintain key strategic partnerships
with national, regional and international organisations

5.4 - Effectively communicate and
disseminate the work of the Agency

5.4.1 - Effectively communicate and disseminate the
work of the Agency

6.1 - Ensure the Agency is directed
and managed according to highest
sector standards

6.1.1 - Provide sound management of human and
infrastructure resources
6.1.2 - Ensure the funding requirements for the
Agency’s activities are met and available resources
are disbursed in line with the strategy

MPA - all laboratory Groups
SSR - all Sections - Groups
DIR - all Sections - Groups

Strategic research investment

PB.1617.DIR.01

PB.1617.DIR.02

Direction and leadership

Strategic partnerships

Knowledge Management Center

PB.1617.COM.02

Communication

PB.1617.SSR.02

PB.1617.SSR.04

DIR - all Sections - Groups

Support to Governing and Scientific Council
meetings and consultations

PB.1617.COM.01

PB.1617.SSR.01

GEP - DEX - NEP
LSB - all Sections - Groups

LSB - all Sections - Groups

Development of biobanks in LMIC

PB.1617.GCS.03

5.2.1 - Oversee the strategic direction of the Agency
and the implementation of its programme

GCS - GEP - BST MMB - EGE

Non-invasive biomarkers for early detection of cancer

PB.1617.GEP.03

5.2 - Oversee the strategic direction of the
Agency and the implementation of its
programme

6.2.1 - Ensure a work culture that encourages
exploring new approaches and opportunities

BST - GEN - GCS - GEN - GEP MCA - MMB - MCA - EGE - MPA

Biostatistical methodology for genetic
epidemiology and molecular genetics

PB.1617.ICE.03

5.1.1 - Define the vision and implement the scientific
strategy of the Agency, providing the framework for
the fulfilment of its objectives

6.2 - Invest strategically towards
increasing IARC’s capacity

ETR - all Sections - Groups

ETR - all Sections - Groups

IARC Courses

PB.1617.DEX.01

5.1 - Define the vision and implement the
scientific strategy of the Agency, providing
the framework for the fulfilment of its
objectives

SCR - CSU

IMO - all Sections - Groups

IARC Handbooks of Cancer Prevention

IARC Research Training and Fellowship Programme

PB.1617.ETR.02

PB.1617.LSB.03

6 - Enable and support the efficient
conduct and coordination of research

SCR - CSU - NME - DEX
ENV - EDP - CSU - INF - NEP

PB.1617.SCR.01

3.3.1 - Publish IARC Handbooks on Cancer Prevention

4.3.3 - Respond to emerging research opportunities
and demands by supporting new or ongoing
initiatives

PRI -

PB.1617.ICE.01

PB.1617.MMB.03

5.3 - Create and maintain key strategic
partnerships with national, regional and
international organisations

PRI -

Study of lifestyle and environmental determinants
of cancer risks, prognosis and cancer outcomes

PB.1617.BST.01

5 - Provide strategic leadership and
enhance the impact of the Agency’s
contribution to global cancer
research

GHI

Evaluation of early clinical detection of breast cancer

PB.1617.ENV.05

4 - Increase the capacity for cancer
research

IMO - all Sections - Groups

Epidemiology of Helicobacter Pylori and its
PRI eradication for prevention of gastric cancer
Multicentric evaluation of triage methods for HPV
positive women (ESTAMPA)

PB.1617.SCR.03

4.3.1 - Develop and maintain research platforms

IARC Monographs on the Evaluation of
Carcinogenic Risks to Humans

PB.1617.PRI.01

PB.1617.PRI.02

4.2.2 - Improve and implement laboratory methods

MMB - EGE - GCS - NEP - BMA - LSB
MPA - GCS

PB.1617.GHI.01

3.2.1 - Identify factors influencing the effective
implementation of primary and secondary prevention
programmes

EGE - MCA - MMB - GEN - GCS - NME
- NEP - NME - NEP - GEN - BST - INF

Epigenetics-based biomarkers of exposure and
biological effect

PB.1617.IMO.01

4.2 - Develop new methodologies
for cancer research

EGE - MCA - MMB - GEN - GCS - GEN
- BST - INF - ICB - IMO - MPA

PB.1617.MMB.02

3.1.2 - Analyse the efficacy of secondary cancer
prevention strategies

4.3.2 - Develop and maintain laboratory and
computing services

GEP - GEN - GCS - GEN BST - MCA - MMB

ICB - BMA - DIR - EGE - GCS

4.2.1 - Improve and implement epidemiological,
statistical and bioinformatics methods

4.3 - Provide the resources and
infrastructure to support and
enhance research

GEP - GCS - ICE - NEP

MMB - EGE - IMO - GEP - GCS
- BST - ICB - NEP - BMA

PB.1617.PRI.03

4.1.1 - Award fellowships and provide training
through participation in collaborative research
projects
4.1.2 - Deliver training courses, basic and advanced,
in the areas of core competencies of the Agency

GCS - GEP - BST - MMB
- MPA - LSB - ICE

Somatic mutations and mechanisms of
carcinogenesis associated with exposure to
environmental risk factors

2.3.1 - Publish IARC Monographs and associated
outputs on strategically related topics

3.3 - Provide expert evaluations of the
available evidence-base in order to
recommend prevention strategies

NEP - BMA - DEX

PB.1617.ICB.01

3.1.3 - Enhance understanding of the factors
affecting cancer prognosis

3.2 - Enhance the implementation
of cancer prevention and control
programmes

NEP - BMA - DEX - MMB - GCS

Epigenetic alterations and mechanisms of
carcinogenesis following exposure to
environmental risk factors

PB.1617.EGE.02

3 - Evaluate and implement cancer
prevention and control strategies

DEX - BMA - NEP - CSU

NEP - BMA - DEX - LSB - GEP - EGE

Biological properties of infectious agents in in
vitro and in vivo experimental models

3.1.1 - Analyse the efficacy of primary cancer
prevention strategies

Reduce the burden of cancer
worldwide through the conduct
of research

BMA - NEP - DEX - LSB - ICE
- GEP - EGE - BST - GCS

Dietary and metabolic biomarkers associated with
cancer and intermediate end-points
Characterizing the main determinants of the
global nutritional transition

PB.1617.EGE.01

2.2.2 - Apply biomarkers to studies of cancer causes
and molecular genetic classification of tumours

3.1 - Enhance understanding of
interventions for cancer prevention
and control

ENV

PB.1617.BMA.01

PB.1617.MMB.01

2.3 - Provide expert evaluations of the
available evidence-base to identify
human carcinogens

ENV - GEN

Exposures to non-ionising radiation
(electromagnetic fields)

2.1.3 - Advance understanding of the role of dietary,
metabolic and lifestyle factors

2.2 - Elucidate mechanisms of
carcinogenesis through the
conduct of laboratory studies

ICB - ENV - GEP - ICE - SCR

ICE - ICB - CSU

PB.1617.ENV.02

2.1 - Identify the risk factors for
human cancer through the conduct
of epidemiological studies

2.2.1 - Advance understanding of biological and
cellular pathways underlying carcinogenesis

MPA - CSU

WHO Classification of Tumours Series (4th edition)

Spectrum, natural history, and prevention of
infection-associated cancers other than cervical
cancer
Carcinogenic effects of exposure to protracted low
doses of ionising radiation

PB.1617.ENV.01

CSU - DIR - ETR

Cancer registry support and development

PB.1617.MPA.03

PB.1617.ICE.02

CSU - EDP - SCR

Global cancer indicators: development and dissemination

PB.1617.CSU.01

PB.1617.ICB.02

2.1.1 - Advance understanding of the role of
infectious agents

CSU - EDP - IMO

Descriptive epidemiology of cancer: core activities and innovation

PB.1617.CSU.02

1.2 - Support improved coverage and quality
of cancer registration, particularly in low and
middle-income countries (LMIC)

Collaborating
Groups

PBP Title

SSR - all Sections - Groups

DIR - all Sections - Groups

COM - all Sections - Groups

COM - all Sections - Groups

Sound management of human and infrastructure resources

Financial management in line with the strategy

Work culture to encourage new approaches and opportunities

SSR - all Sections - Groups

SSR - all Sections - Groups

SSR - all Sections - Groups

Secondary path

